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BACKGROUND
In the fall of 2014, Joyner Library, East Carolina
University’s flagship library, introduced the Snap6 app into
COAD 1000 library orientation classes. This homegrown
scavenger hunt app for iPads challenged students to form into
groups, choose a team name, and photograph important
locations within the building, including a preassigned book still
shelved in our stacks (see Figure 1). As each team completed
their hunt, their photographs were instantly bundled and
emailed to the library instructor for easy assessment. Students
enjoyed exploring the building in their own way at their own
pace, and frequently their photos would arrive as a series of
“selfies” in front of their targets.

Figure 1. Students working in groups will
photograph important locations around the building.

Snap6 was Joyner Library’s answer to the question:
how do we engage students, achieve our class outcomes, and
smartly assess in very basic orientation classes? Joyner Library
features three classrooms purposed for library instruction. One
of these rooms is furnished with desktop computers, while a
second classroom is outfitted with tables and laptops. The third
classroom, our newest, includes six tables that seat up to 40
students. Unlike the other instruction spaces, this classroom
also includes a bank of iPads. These iPads, while shown in the
literature to be perfectly serviceable but less-than-ideal for
research-based instruction, seemed promising for their mobility
and camera features (Sullivan, 2014; Tran & Meadow, 2014).
We surmised, like many other libraries, that a scavenger hunt
activity could make use of the iPad’s unique features in a way
the students might enjoy.
Notebook apps are one way to approach conducting
scavenger hunts on a tablet device. North Carolina State
University has a particularly good scavenger hunt that takes this
approach using the notebook app Evernote. Students take
pictures from a list of targets, and these photos appear in a
shared notebook monitored in real time by the instructor. Our
scavenger hunt was initially prepared in Spring 2014 using
Outline +, a notebook app compatible with Microsoft OneNote
that allows for notebook tabs and real-time notebook sharing.

LIVECODE
That same semester we first encountered LiveCode
during an hour-long workshop on campus hosted by ECU’s
Office for Faculty Excellence. LiveCode is software that allows
those with little to no programming experience to put together
apps using a relatively simple and intuitive programming
language. Developing the app required a Macbook Pro laptop
to run the LiveCode program and a couple of iPads to use as
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test devices. Because of the limited screen resolution of the
laptop, we also used a large external monitor during
development.

Figure 2. A set of each group’s photographs are
emailed to an instructor’s account for quick assessment.

LiveCode apps are comprised of a series of “cards.”
Each card created can include graphics, text, text-entry fields,
programmable buttons, and support for camera functionality.
Each of these new elements added to the card usually requires
a small bit of code. For example, to have a button take the user
to a floor map of the building when tapped, one might create a
button and code: “on mouseup / go card ‘floor_map’ / end
mouseup.” Coding can be far more complex depending on the
task, but is grounded enough in ordinary language to be
manageable for non-programmers. Apps can be tested on the
Macbook Pro using an iPad simulator and can then be pushed
to test devices for further testing. The app was completed by
one librarian devoting 3-4 hours a week to the project during
May and June of 2014. LiveCode was acquired for $99 per
year, and an Apple developer account cost an additional $99 per
year.

RESULTS
The response from the students and their instructors
has been very positive. In a typical class, the library instructor
will present about fifteen minutes of basic orientation
information about the library website and building, including a
video on locating books based on call number. A quick demo
of the app is mirrored on the presenter’s screen, and the students
are formed into groups of 3-5. Each group is given an iPad,
chooses a team name, and spends the next 20-25 minutes taking
the assigned pictures around the building. Targets include major
service desks, group study rooms, headphone vending
machines, printers and scanners, and a pre-assigned book
shelved in our stacks.
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One real advantage to the Snap6 app is the easy
assessment (see Figure 2). Whatever physical locations in the
building are considered important to students (service desks,
group study rooms, exhibit spaces, etc.) can be included in the
list of targets. Knowing whether the students are able to find
these locations is as simple as reviewing the photos they take.
Future iterations of the app are forthcoming, including a
customizable version of the app we hope to make available via
Apple’s App Store. We also plan to add a web browser within
the app so that screenshots from database searches can also be
used to complete tasks.
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